






































































 Lady Gaga parody 
goes viral – 
“I want good data.
A paper in Cell.”
 Open archive























































for an entire cell
Covert
Vol. 150, 389–401




"The finding that iPSCs 
could also be derived from 





Vol. 119, 941–953 AC
"The inability to see global 
demethylation by LSD1…
demonstrates the gene specific 
nature of demethylation...."
AC
“…the claim that Th17 cells 
were a distinct population met 
with much skepticism…. [T]hat 
an orphan nuclear receptor
RoRγt was the transcription 
factor required for the 
differentiation of Th17 cells 





Vol. 118, 229–241 AC
"This paper proposed the 
notion that immune ignorance 
to the microbiota, the 
prevailing theory at the time, 
may not hold true in all cases."












Stratton, Futreal, and Campbell
Vol. 144, 27–40
"Peter Campbell and colleagues 
made a truly remarkable 
observation noting cancer 
genomes in which DNA 
rearrangements occurred in a 
highly focal manner - with many 
DNA rearrangements basically 
arising on a single chromosome."
AC
Cell gets a new look:







"Another surprising result: 
the first demonstration 
that a long noncoding RNA 
can act in trans to regulate 
a chromatin domain."
AC
cGAMP generation and 
immune function
Patel
Vol. 153, 1094–1107
Vol. 154, 748–762
